Frances Cone – Late Riser
Press Highlights Thus Far
“...each song feels complete, fully realized as a coherent effort from an artist who
appreciates the value in taking your time to reach the finish line.”
– Consequence of Sound
"Frances Cone’s new album ‘Late Riser’ is a brilliant work of modern melancholia that
finds the sweet spot between soothing and soaring. Call it dreampop with a purpose.”
– Associated Press
"A cross between the pop balladry of Taylor Swift and ethereal flutterings
of Bon Iver…” – Rolling Stone Country
"If everything was fair and the right things always happened to the right people,
Christina Cone, the singer/songwriter at the helm of Nashville’s Frances Cone, would be
the next Ellie Goulding, or the next Kelly Clarkson—the next loud, honest
voice in pop music.” – Paste Magazine
“Frances Cone delivers a performance that's emotionally resonant and impactful while
maintaining more than a modicum of the ethereal.” 8/10 stars – PopMatters
“…gorgeously intricate, with every melody and lyric full of care and dedication
to the craft.” – UPROXX
“’Late Riser’…sounds like the work of fully formed artist—one who’s figured out how to
weave the sounds in her head into a wonderfully immersive swirl of contemporary pop,
indie rock, folk and even prog rock.” – Magnet
"...'Late Riser' is crammed with stunning songs strong enough to make you forget what
else is going on in the world – at least for 30 minutes or so.” – Blurt
"As the title says, it’s been a long steady climb for this band, who is poised to see their
trajectory rise dramatically.” 8/10 stars – Glide Magazine
“...the breathy echos and harmonies fill up the airwaves and resemble a mosaic, each
separate piece beautifully fitting together to make a work of art.” – The Wild Honey Pie
"Frances Cone breathes new life into our suffocating world with the presence and
authenticity of 'Late Riser' — an album so instinctual and immersive it practically defies
time altogether." – Atwood Magazine

"Cone’s ethereal vocals on Late Riser are met with a pop-rock vibe that makes each
song emotionally and sonically spellbinding.” – AXS.com
“...'Late Riser' speaks for itself, calculated indie pop that knows when to expand and
when to pull back.” – Analogue Music

